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Contemporary Counterfeits of Durham House Shillings 

of Edward VI 

Gary Oddie 

Introduction 
 
The debased shillings of Edward VI suffered greatly at the hands of counterfeiters. Contemporary counterfeiters 

produced copper and brass copies, initially silver washed, but quickly revealing their base core when in 

circulation. Most examples found today have little or no silvering remaining and about 20% have been pierced, 

probably shortly after detection.  
 
Counterfeits are known which display many of the initial marks of the official issues from the Tower Mint (i.m. 

Arrow, Lion), Southwark (i.m. Lys, swan, Lys/Swan, Y/Swan, Y, Lys), and several varieties exist for 

counterfeits of the Irish issues(1) (i.m. Harp). A counterfeit is also known with i.m. Plain Cross. All of these 

display the legends EDWARD.’ VI etc / TIMOR DOMINI etc as on the official issues. 
 
Contemporary counterfeits with other legends are very unusual. A piece overstruck on a French Henry II, Gros 

de six blancs, issued after 25th March 1550 has been reported in a previous note(2). Presented below are two 

specimens of a contemporary counterfeit of an Edward VI shilling displaying a slightly garbled version of the 

reverse legend characteristic of the second issue from Durham House – INIMICOS  EIVS  INDVAM  

CONFVSIONE. This is from Psalm 132:18 – I will clothe his enemies with confusion (or shame).  

 

Obv. EDWARD⁚VI⁚D.’G AGL.’FRA 

⁚Z⁚HIBER⁚REX⁚ i.m. none. 

Rev. INIMICOS EIVS INDVANTVS 

C[ONFVCIONE]⁚ i.m. none. 

Details. 150%. Max 30.30 mm, 3.376 g, 200°. 

Notes:  The V’s are similar to an inverted A, 

but slightly open at the base. [eBay] 

 

 

 

XRF analysis of a 6 mm diameter circle in the centre of the piece gives the following: 

Obv:  Cu 80.61±0.25%, Sn 7.26±0.08%, Zn 5.02±0.07%, Si 4.64±0.10% 

With traces of Al, S, Pb, Fe, Ag, Sb all < 1.00% 

Rev:  Cu 77.04±0.29%, Sn 10.64±0.10%, Si 5.55±0.12%, Zn 3.45±0.06%, Al 1.25±0.32% and  

With traces of S, Pb, Ti, Ag, Sb, Fe, Mo all <1.00% 

 

Obv. EDWARD⁚VI⁚D.’G AGL.’FRA 

⁚Z⁚[HI]BER[⁚REX]⁚ i.m. none. 

Rev. INIMICOS EIVS INDVANTV[S 

CONF]VCIONE⁚ i.m. none. 

Details. Max 29.32 mm, 3.858g, 250° 

Notes:  The V’s are similar to an inverted A, but 

slightly open at the base. [TimeLine 

Auctions Ltd., Sep 06, 2020, Lot 8616.] 

 

 

XRF analysis of a 6 mm diameter circle in the centre of the piece gives the following: 

Obv:  Cu 74.82±0.32%, Zn 10.07±0.10, Sn 8.32±0.09, Al 2.06±0.36%, Si 1.84±0.09%, Pb 1.76±0.06%,  

With traces of P, Fe, Ti, Mo all <1.00% 

Rev:  Cu 70.70±0.34%, Zn 13.53±0.12%, Sn 9.93±0.11%, Si 2.54±0.11%, Al 1.47±0.40% 

With traces of Pb, Fe, P, Ti, Mo all <1.00% 
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The two pieces are die duplicates and while each has incomplete legends, the pair allow the full legends to be 

read. The different die rotations (200° and 250°) suggest hand striking using dies that are free to rotate. Both 

pieces have brass cores (Cu +Zn) and have a thin layer of tin or zinc on the surface. The absence of any silver 

above trace levels suggest these pieces were manufactured with “tinned” surfaces and would have been quite 

passable when freshly struck. 
 
Contemporary records show that there were some very questionable practices being carried out at the various 

mints, including Durham House, such as producing underweight coins and large scale striking of base shillings 

off-the-books, which might be classed as counterfeiting(3). Whilst these two pieces do display reasonable 

portraits and a more heavily garnished shield than most counterfeits, the letter punches and style are just not 

good enough and combined with the absence of an initial mark (pellets instead of a bow) and the phonetic 

spelling of CONFVCIONE for CONFVSIONE point to a less professional minting operation. 
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Thanks to David Holt and Joe Bispham for useful discussions and for confirming they had not seen a counterfeit 

of the Durham House type before. 

 

 

 


